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Professor Shuichi Tasaki (1958・2010)




iPerspectives of Nonequilibrium Statistical PhysicsJ 
Shuichi Tasaki， a professor of physical sciences at Waseda University， died on June 6， 
2010. He was 52. 
Professor Tasaki attracted many students as well as scientists. He had interested in 
complex dynamical systems especially the strange behavior of chaotic dynamic. 
Instead of strongly based on mathematical techniques， he enjoyed physics and its 
meaning in the nature of complex systems including even living systems. 
Professor Tasaki emphasized the important role of individuality among generality. His 
attitude ofthis kind is not only found in the research work， but also in the everyday-life. 
Of course， he is a very strict person especially on his own studies. Even after he finished 
writing his paper， he started to rewrite most of the paper again and again. The style was 
completely changed from the original one. 
We now publish the memorial volume of Professor Tasaki. Many distinguished 
authors enthusiastically wrote their own papers in relation to Professor Tasaki's studies. 
Of course， his attractive persona1ity invited these authors to write their studies. 1 
strongly believe that this volume must be one of the most valuable publications by 
Bussei Kenkyu. 
Masatoshi 1¥在urase
Chief Editor 
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